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Weddings in Goa

Best time to get married in Goa: 
Mid-November to late February

Ideal For: 
Couples who love the idea of getting married on a beach; 
couples who enjoy a relaxed (Indo-Luso?) vibe; couples 
who enjoy the finer things in life but don’t feel the need to 
flaunt it (think Amex Black Cards n’ flip-flops!).

With its balmy, salty climate, laid-back temperament, fusion of Indian and Portuguese 
traditions, and bucolic charms, Goa is like no other wedding destination in India.

Goa is where multiple faiths and old traditions co-exist with the modern, urban sentiments: it’s 
not unusual for party animals to occasionally step in to their local church on a Sunday (albeit 
for Evening Mass!).

It’s where some of the finest luxury hotels in India have set the benchmark 
when it comes to catering to discerning Indian and international 
clients; where innovative chefs have harnessed the local produce- 
from land and sea- to infuse Goan cuisine with an international 
flavour (and vice versa). 

There’s far more to Goa than can be covered in our mini-brochure 
but we hope you find it useful. Of course, we’re happy to answer 
questions about Goa and make suggestions.



Vishni Weddings & Honeymoons is a subsidiary of UK-
based Druveeniya Events Ltd.

We like to think of ourselves as a tiny company that can 
conjure (we deliberately chose that verb as we believe 
weddings should be magical) up big Indian weddings…and 
little ones…and everything in between!

We want to organise an unforgettable wedding for our 
clients. Weddings can be complicated and stressful events, 
especially so in India with its unique and idiosyncratic 
work ethics and characteristics. With its partnerships with 
experienced and reputable wedding organisers, Destination 
Management Companies and hotels in India, VWs&Hs can 
plan and execute weddings and honeymoons to fulfil clients’ 
wishes and, more importantly, do the heavy lifting. After all, 
we want our clients to save their energies for the festivities!

» As we’re a UK-registered and insured company, our clients are afforded the full protection 
of the UK’s consumer protection legislation.

» We’re fully insured by Hiscox and we’re represented by Harbottle & Lewis in the U.K, 
Amineddoleh & Associates in the U.S. and WeirFoulds in Canada.  We maintain the very 
highest standards of compliance and transparency in the way we conduct our business.  
In fact, we’re so confident of our professionalism that we encourage prospective clients to 
first shop around to see if they can find a wedding & honeymoon organiser anywhere in the 
world that matches our observance of best practices.

» We might be a small company but we offer a wide array of services. For 
example, we can assist with choosing locations, designing cards and gifts, 
websites etc.

» We don’t just organise weddings…we also organise (tasteful!) 
bachelor and bachelorette parties that your mums, dads, 
uncles, aunties and grandparents would enjoy (like we 
said earlier, “family-centric”). If you have a favourite 
DJ or band let us know and we’ll try and get them 
for your event/s.

About us

Why choose VW&H?

What other services do you offer?
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Vishni Weddings & Honeymoons is a subsidiary of Druveeniya Events 
(Registration no: 9961143 England & Wales).

Business Hours: We take your wedding plans very seriously 
so we’re open ‘til late (8pm), seven days a week. 

Registered Address: 7 Plaza Parade, London NW6 5RP, London, England.


